INTRODUCTION
We know definitively that the future will come. However, exactly what will come is uncertain. Most situations are requiring forecasts, such as "MI Institution". Now we want to communicate ideas about the future, particularly to executives and policy makers. The results of two decades of research in history and computing indicate critical places for improvement. Many historians and other humanities scholars seem satisfied with standard office tools, which do not always suit their complex sources and research questions. While more and more archival sources have become available in digital form, there has not been enough attention to the development of computational methods to process and analyze them (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
The historian is the avenger, and that standing as a judge between the parties and rivalries and causes of bygone generations he can lift up the fallen and beat down the proud, and by his exposures and his verdicts, his satire and his moral indignation, can punish unrighteousness, avenge the injured or reward the innocent (Herbert Butterfield: "The Whig Interpretation of History", 1931).
Telecommunications is the backbone of current systems. Important advances in telecommunications Include: the use of wireless and mobile devices from smart phones; a fancy way of saying that computing is done by specialist firms reached by telecommunications rather than by the people hardwired to computers located in the firm.
The alignment of IT with organizational and socioeconomic needs depends on the rate at which people accept computing and on the value they place on them. Today, computing is everywhere for school and universally present. Most countries use IT to improve their socioeconomic status.
Our project focuses on MI Institutions in companies that currently have a dedicated IT staff. Telecommunications is the backbone of current systems. Important advances in telecommunications include several topics (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) .
The use of wireless and mobile devices from smart phones the typical MI Institution is highly aligned with the business and operates in a mature, robust global telecommunications environment. The Internet is universal now. Five years later the full Internet comes on the scene. Telecommunications capabilities, in effect, become unlimited, low in cost, and ubiquitous. The Internet and its payment schemes are secure. Privacy is assured and wireless access is available everywhere.
People start using shopping markets primarily as a place where they can sample goods and, if they choose, place orders. However, they don't actually bring their goods home from there. Technologies significantly enhance the shopping. The way consumers buy products and services and the way businesses market will change. Information can no longer be resold but be used for targeted marketing to existing clients.
Computing as a service becomes universal. IT technology comes full circle to where it was at the invention of the PC but now business processes and business intelligence are used for competitive advantage. Few companies not in the information or telecommunications systems business maintain their own information systems groups.
Information systems components offered by service providers are extremely powerful, the IT playing Field is leveled. Computing capabilities are reduced to purchased commodities and the need for computing and for programming capabilities within Institutions declines. Companies move beyond business intelligence as primarily a reporting tool. Information security breaches, hacking activities, identity theft, and cyber terrorism effectively disappear. Information systems to support company operations are shrunk. However, while growing in the techie population, computer literacy remains relatively constant in the general population. Storage space is effectively infinite. Telecommunications bandwidth and reliability are available everywhere, even in poor countries. The Internet is split into two services which are interoperable but with different associated cost structures: * For personal and routine business messaging.
* For large data volumes and for increased security a separate network is established with higher fixed costs but lower variable costs for bandwidth.
A small central planning group skilled in selecting and supervising outsourcing, in aligning IT planning with business planning, and selecting modules for competitive advantage remains in a staff role. The rest of the IT people are basically maintainers who do routine tasks. The IT workforce in companies becomes bifurcated into business oriented technology. Organizational computing groups as we know them effectively disappear.
While business computing, effectively disappears, the advances in digitization in such fields as artificial intelligence, human computer interaction, biological computing, and related fields are embedded at an increasing rate in the many devices that people use. Learning machines become dominant in the business environment. Interactions with embedded computing devices become natural, being based on human capabilities. The information systems culture is pervasive in the decentralized Institutions Large Institutions rely on standards, packages, and automated software coding to ensure quality. The combination of high security and advanced technology becomes powerful. The growth in technology automates many processes. It is the development of automated processes that are the principal for company technologists. Information systems groups and information technology remain in individual. Information systems Institutions inside firms learn how to improve their goal alignment. Ecommerce continues to grow mostly in the number of firms and people participating. Mobile telephone devices are wildly popular with consumers. Communications service quality and reliability deteriorate. Security and privacy suffer. The mix of systems integration and service oriented architecture remains constant. Efficiencies and the slow growth of automated programming decrease the size of the IT workforce.
The result of the declining IT market is that many outside vendors go out of business. More and more people are needed to maintain the existing systems, but these people are at a lower technical skill. The internet now is going to be a part of the insecure communications problem. The cost of security can be prohibitive. Liability suits result in bankruptcies. The unreliability of communications affects ecommerce since both individual and business users see these channels as vulnerable. Wireless is largely abandoned for uses. Systems are centralized. IT innovation becomes rare and, as a result, people are not attracted to studying or teaching computer science and business information systems in the universities.
CONCLUSION
These offer pictures of alternative futures, each of which is possible, plausible, and consistent. Our own personal forecast is that portions of each may prove to be true, and be affected by additional events and trends that have not yet been thought of. Their use is to help policy makers understand the implications of different viewpoints and recommendations.
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